
AEGEAN BREEZE HIGH SEASON

This trip will give an opportunity to see the entire island around in one day! In the beginning of the

trip we will visit the valley of butterflies and climb to the top of the medieval fortress of the knights

of Ionites. You will be at the foot of the highest mountain of the island, Attaviros, visiting the village

of Embona, where you will be warmly welcomed by the locals, giving you the opportunity to taste

Rhodes wines and Greek cuisine. Our trip will end with a swim in the southernmost part of the island

of Prasonisi, which will enhance the impressions received during this excursion!

Price: from 70 EUR · Tickets: Not Included · Meal: Not Included

RHODES EXCURSIONS 2023
The price of the excursion may vary depending on the region.

The excursion may not be available in certain regions.



AEGEAN BREEZE LOW SEASON

This trip will give an opportunity to see the entire island around in one day! You will visit the ancient

city-state of Kamiros and climb to the top of the medieval fortress of the knights of Ionites. You will

be at the foot of the highest mountain of the island, Attaviros, visiting the village of Embona, where

you will be warmly welcomed by the locals, giving you the opportunity to taste Rhodes wines and

Greek cuisine. Our trip will end with a swim in the southernmost part of the island of Prasonisi,

which will enhance the impressions received during this excursion!

Price: from 70 EUR · Tickets: Not Included · Meal: Not Included

RHODES EXCURSIONS 2023
The price of the excursion may vary depending on the region.

The excursion may not be available in certain regions.



CRUISE TO SYMI ISLAND

You will have a cruise to another Greek island of Dodecanese – Symi! During this fabulous boat trip

on Aegean you will enjoy the beauty of the western coast of Rhodes and see its neighbor – Turkey

coastal line. The first stop will be in Panormitis bay, where the Monastery with the Wonderworking

Iconof Archangel Michael situates. After visiting the Monastery, we will depart by the same boat to

the capital of the island. On the way you will see the most beautiful lagoon of the island – St.

Georges Bay. By visiting the capital of Symi island you will fully feel the history of the island and its

inhabitants.

Price: from 60 EUR · Boat tickets: Included · Meal: Not Included

RHODES EXCURSIONS 2023
The price of the excursion may vary depending on the region.

The excursion may not be available in certain regions.



HEART OF ISLAND

During this excursion you will have a chance to visit the most significant archaeological sites of the

island of Rhodes. We will see the legendary Lindos which was founded by Dorians in 11 century BC.

Being accompanied by our guide you will go up to Acropolis of Lindos where you will see the

historical monuments. Going to the center of the island we arrive in Apollona village with its

authentic atmosphere. Also, we will stop in Eleousa village and the tree of life with an inexhaustible

source.

Price: from 60 EUR · Tickets: Not Included · Meal: Included

RHODES EXCURSIONS 2023
The price of the excursion may vary depending on the region.

The excursion may not be available in certain regions.



MEDIEVAL RHODES

This trip is a unique chance to get acquainted with two historical towns from ancient times until now

days. The trip will start from the visiting Acropolis of the ancient Ialysos which situates on the top of

Filerimos hill. Here you will find amazing combination of antiquity with middle ages, catholic with

orthodox churches. Then the tour will continue in the Old Town of Rhodes capital. You will find

yourself in completely different epoch by strolling around the narrow streets. The most important is

that you will see the medieval town both with the day light and with the night lamps.

Price: from 47 EUR · Tickets: Not Included · Meal: Not Included

RHODES EXCURSIONS 2023
The price of the excursion may vary depending on the region.

The excursion may not be available in certain regions.



JEEP SAFARI

Start by being picked up at your hotel and drive through beautiful nature, fun off-roads and

traditional villages to the Seven Springs. Walk the famous tiny tunnel, explore the springs, or enjoy

your coffee. Make the second scheduled stop in Archipoli for some food tastings. Taste a variety of

different local products including various honeys, souma, olive oil, local sweets, and fresh seasonal

fruits. The third stop at a beautiful little 15th century chapel, where empty water bottles can be filled

with spring water. Final stop is at a winery in the mountains. Learn some nice facts about wine

production on a little tour through the vineyards, followed by optional wine tasting and a traditional

"Meze" lunch. "Meze" is the original way to experience the Greek kitchen. Many different small

plates with grandma's recipes to share. Don't miss out!

Price: from 70 EUR · Tickets: Not needed · Meal: Not Included

RHODES EXCURSIONS OF PARTNERS 
The price of the excursion may vary depending on the region.

The excursion may not be available in certain regions.



4X4 BUGGY ADVENTURE

The Polaris Experience begins at a predetermined location near the village of Theologos. Here we

introduce ourselves and outline the safety guidelines as well as the day’s program. Once everyone is

set, we head out for our tour with the brand-new Polaris RZR - 570cc. The perfect off-road vehicle for

2 people! We will drive through the mountains, pass small villages, enjoy nature and have lots of fun.

We will start our tour with a thrilling drive through beaten tracks reaching a beautiful view point

along the Aegean Sea. Next stop will be Archipoli where we will taste local varieties of honey and

other delicious products such as souma, olive oil, local sweets and fresh seasonal fruits. The last off

road of the day will bring us back towards Theologos to end our unique tour.

Price: from 95 EUR · Transfer: Not Included · Local product tasting: Included

RHODES EXCURSIONS OF PARTNERS 
The price of the excursion may vary depending on the region.

The excursion may not be available in certain regions.



ROCK CLIMBING & RAPPEL

Adventure, Action, Scenery, Fun, Suspension, Victory, Beauty…. You can have it all on our Rock

Climbing Adventure. This tour is an active day out. It is designed for middle-age, youngsters and

families. You can make the climbing as difficult or as easy as you choose whilst immersing yourself in

the beautiful surrounding scenery. A truly unique experience that will create lifelong memories…

Price: from 95 EUR · Transfer: Not Included · Sandwich and water: Included

RHODES EXCURSIONS OF PARTNERS 
The price of the excursion may vary depending on the region.

The excursion may not be available in certain regions.



LUXURY BOAT

Rhodes Luxury Boats Company invites you to enjoy the azure bays of the island of Rhodes and

experience indescribable emotions from driving a motor boat! You program your route on your own,

and make stops as you wish. Before the trip, there is a safety briefing, familiarization with the basic

rules for driving a boat, during the trip there will be a mobile phone and GPS for communication on

board. The boats are also equipped with: sun awning, shower, life jackets, mini fridge, masks and

tubes for snorkeling. The duration of the trip can be half or full day.

During the trip, you can visit the most popular places such as Anthony Quinn Bay, Ladiko Bay,

Kallithea Bay and many others.

Price: from 216 EUR · Fuel: Not Included · Meal: Not Included

RHODES EXCURSIONS OF PARTNERS 
The price of the excursion may vary depending on the region.

The excursion may not be available in certain regions.


